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FOR LEASE

Danielle Rants, CCIM
VP, MANAGING BROKER
360-352-7822
danielle@rantsgroup.com

821 AIRPORT CT SE, TUMWATER, WA

STAND-ALONE OFFICE BUILDING WITH ABUNDANT PARKING

 � The layout consists of several private offices, a kitchen, meeting 
rooms, an open work area, and multiple entrances.

L IST ING INFORMATION AVAILABLE: 6,000 SF

CBA# 39840463

$1.10/SF/MONTH, +NNN
(EST. $0.24/SF)

This stand-alone office building features a large fenced parking lot and is located just off of the heavily traveled Old 
Highway 99 across from the Olympia Regional Airport. It is surrounded by a diverse mix of creative industrial parks.
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https://kaufmancd.com/
https://rantsgroup.com/commercial/commercial-search-listings/#/property/65e11c8a4440e211025f4ce7/65e12556f387092508d749a5
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SIZES AND DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE, ACTUAL MAY VARY.
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821 AIRPORT CT SE, TUMWATER, WA

CONTACT

THIS FLOORPLAN IS NOT TO SCALE
SIZES AND DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE, ACTUAL MAY VARY.

Danielle Rants, CCIM
VP, MANAGING BROKER
360-352-7822
danielle@rantsgroup.com

https://kaufmancd.com/

